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Prairie Days - Patricia MacLachlan 2020-05-26
A delicate, stunning account of life on the prairie from Newbery medalist
Patricia MacLachlan. Cool summer mornings begin with the rose orange
sun and the smell of earth, and fade into hot summer nights with a yellow
moon, covered in a quilt of stars. There are wagon rides, farm dogs, trips
into town, and games of kick the can. These are prairie days. Patricia
MacLachlan applies her lyrical, sparse voice and vibrant, tender art from
Micha Archer to transport readers to the prairie of her youth in this
stunning celebration of the beauty in the world.
Good Girls- Laura Ruby 2009-03-17
Some people would say this is the story of a photograph. How it was
taken and what happened to me after the whole world saw it. And it is.
But it's also the story of a lot of other things. So look at the picture all
you want. I am so much more than what you see.
Lucky Leap Day - Ann Marie Walker 2022-01-18
Up-and-coming screenwriter Cara Kennedy has the biggest meeting of
her career in two days—but for now, she's on vacation. Her short trip to
Ireland is all planned out: See the sites around Dublin Don't think about
her jerk of an ex she was supposed to spend this trip with Relax with
some Irish whiskey Propose to a sexy Irish musician on Leap Day Wake
up married Wait, those last two things weren't on her list... A whirlwind
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trip to Ireland is supposed to end with a suitcase full of wool sweaters
and souvenir pint glasses—not a husband you only just met! After onetoo-many whiskeys, fledgling screenwriter Cara Kennedy takes a page
out of someone else's script when she gets caught up in the Irish
tradition of women proposing on Leap Day. She wakes the next morning
with a hot guy in her bed and a tin foil ring on her finger. Her flight is in
four hours, and she has the most important meeting of her career in
exactly two days—nothing she can do except take her new husband (and
his adorable dog) back to LA with her and try to untangle the mess she's
made of her life... Perfect for fans of: Friends to lovers romance Sexy
Irish brogue Sensual, slow burn romance When everything goes wrong,
but it's so right
Bee Movie: What's the Buzz? - Judy Katschke 2007-09-18
When Barry, a bee, doesn't want to make honey and leaves his hive, he
discovers that humans have been stealing honey from bees for years, so
he decides to sue the honey industry and seek justice for bees
everywhere.
Assassin's Heart - Sarah Ahiers 2016-02-02
With shades of Game of Thrones and Romeo and Juliet, this richly
imagined fantasy from debut author Sarah Ahiers is a tale of love, lies,
and vengeance. Fans of Kristin Cashore and Rae Carson will devour the
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flawlessly crafted action and inventive world building. Seventeen-yearold Lea Saldana is a trained assassin. She was born into one of the nine
clipper Families in the kingdom of Lovero who lawfully take lives for a
price. As a member of the highest-ranking clan, loyalty to Family is
valued above all, but that doesn't stop Lea from getting into a secret
relationship with Val Da Via, a boy from a rival clan. Despite her better
judgment, Lea has fallen in love with him; but she's confident she can
anticipate any threat a mile away. Then she awakens one night to a
house full of smoke. Although she narrowly escapes, she isn't able to
save her Family as their home is consumed by flames. With horror, she
realizes that Val and his Family are the only ones who could be
responsible. Devastated over his betrayal and the loss of her clan, there's
just one thing on her mind: making the Da Vias pay. The heart of this
assassin craves revenge.
Me and Ms. Too - Laura Ruby 2022-03

starting to fall for the girl. Even if there’s a chance Mary Carlson might
be interested in her, too. Right?
How Butterbees Came to Bee! - Lana Grimm 2001-06-01
After a bee and butterfly meet, fall in love, and get married, they have
two butterbees, symbolizing that anything is possible and encouraging
mutual acceptance and respect among all creatures.
The Graces - Laure Eve 2016-09-06
Everyone loves the Graces. Fenrin, Thalia, and Summer Grace are
attractive, rich, and glamorous, and they’ve cast a spell over their high
school—and their entire town. They’re also rumored to have powerful
connections all over the world. If you’re not in love with one of them, you
want to be one of them. This is especially true for River: the new girl at
school. River’s different from the rest of the horde that both revere and
fear the Grace family. She’s dark, aloof, and just maybe . . . magical. And
she wants to be a Grace more than anything. But what the Graces don’t
know is that River’s presence in their town is no accident. The first rule
of witchcraft is that if you want something bad enough, you can get it . . .
no matter who has to pay.
The Chaos King - Laura Ruby 2007-06
Thirteen-year-old Georgie and Bug, a year older, have been pulled apart
by the demands of their newfound fame and fortune, but join forces
again when a punk, vampires, a giant sloth, and other creatures come
after them on the streets of a New York City of the future.
The Shadow Cipher - Laura Ruby 2017
A debut entry in an alternate-history series depicts three kids who try to
solve a modern-world puzzle and complete a treasure hunt laid into the
streets and buildings of New York City.
A Wicked Thing- Rhiannon Thomas 2015-02-24
Rhiannon Thomas's dazzling debut novel is a spellbinding reimagining of
what happens after happily ever after. Vividly imagined scenes of action,
romance, and political intrigue are seamlessly woven together to reveal a
richly created world . . . and Sleeping Beauty as she's never been seen
before. One hundred years after falling asleep, Princess Aurora wakes up
to the kiss of a handsome prince and a broken kingdom that has been

Georgia Peaches and Other Forbidden Fruit
- Jaye Robin Brown
2016-08-30
"A sweet, sexy, honest teen romance that just happens to involve two
girls—all the more charming for being so very ordinary.”—Kirkus A
Kirkus Best Book of the Year! A Chicago Public Library Best Book of the
Year! A Bustle Best Young Adult Book of the Year! 3 starred reviews!
Joanna meets the perfect girl for her and must decide whether to break a
promise that could change everything for her and her family or lose out
on love in this charming young adult romance that’s perfect for fans of
Julie Murphy’s Dumplin’ and Becky Albertalli’s Simon vs. the Homo
Sapiens Agenda. Joanna Gordon has been out and proud for years, but
when her popular radio evangelist father remarries and decides to move
all three of them from Atlanta to the more conservative Rome, Georgia,
he asks Jo to do the impossible: to lie low for the rest of her senior year.
And Jo reluctantly agrees. Although it is (mostly) much easier for Jo to fit
in as a straight girl, things get complicated when she meets Mary
Carlson, the oh-so-tempting sister of her new friend at school. But Jo
couldn’t possibly think of breaking her promise to her dad. Even if she’s
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dreaming of her return. All the books say that she should be living
happily ever after. But as Aurora understands all too well, the truth is
nothing like the fairy tale. Her family is long dead. Her "true love" is a
kind stranger. And her whole life has been planned out by political foes
while she slept. As Aurora struggles to make sense of her new world, she
begins to fear that the curse has left its mark on her, a fiery and
dangerous thing that might be as wicked as the witch who once ensnared
her. With her wedding day drawing near, Aurora must make the ultimate
decision on how to save her kingdom: marry the prince or run.
The Wall and the Wing - Laura Ruby 2007-05-22
In a future New York where most people can fly and cats are a rarity, a
nondescript resident of Hope House for the Homeless and Hopeless
discovers that although she is shunned as a "leadfoot," she has the
surprising ability to become invisible. Reprint.
York: The Map of Stars - Laura Ruby 2020-05-12
The thrilling conclusion to two-time National Book Award finalist Laura
Ruby’s epic adventure through the streets of an alternate New York City.
It was only a few days ago that Tess Biedermann, Theo Biedermann, and
Jaime Cruz, along with a mysterious figure from the past, managed to
survive an assault on the location of the latest clue in the Morningstarr
cipher—and, in the process, made a shocking discovery about their own
connection to this one-hundred-sixty-year-old enigma. Now the friends
are divided. Tess and Theo have no idea what the photo they found in
Greenwood Cemetery means, but Jaime is convinced that they do, and
that they’ve been keeping their own secrets from him. As the city
continues to break around them, suddenly solving the greatest mystery
of the modern world seems less important than saving their own
friendship. The stakes of completing the cipher, however, have never
been higher. Darnell Slant, real estate developer and owner of all the
Morningstarr buildings, knows that they hold one last secret: a power
that even the Morningstarrs themselves never revealed. The world has
rested on a precarious balance of power for generations; now Slant and
his shadowy business partners aim to unbalance it. It’s up to Tess, Theo,
and Jaime to uncover the Morningstarrs’ final mystery in a desperate
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attempt to set things right. The world—theirs, and possibly
others—depends on it.
Gem & Dixie - Sara Zarr 2017-04-04
“A story that broke my heart and put it back together again. You won’t
want to let Gem and Dixie go.” —Sarah Dessen, New York Times
bestselling author of Saint Anything From renowned author and National
Book Award finalist Sara Zarr comes a deep, nuanced, and gorgeously
written story about the complex relationship between two sisters from a
broken home. Gem has never known what it is to have security. She’s
never known an adult she can truly rely on. But the one constant in her
life has been Dixie. Gem grew up taking care of her sister when no one
else could: not their mother, whose issues make it hard for her to keep
food on the table, and definitely not their father, whose intermittent
presence is the only thing worse than his frequent absence. Even as Gem
and Dixie have grown apart, they’ve always had each other. When their
dad returns home for the first time in years and tries to insert himself
back into their lives, Gem finds herself with an unexpected opportunity:
three days with Dixie—on their own in Seattle and beyond. But this short
trip soon becomes something more, as Gem discovers that that to save
herself, she may have to sever the one bond she’s tried so hard to keep.
"A complex and gripping story centered around the relationship of two
sisters from a broken home. This book was so meaningful and realistic"
(from the Brightly.com review, which named Gem and Dixie one of the
best books of 2017).
Bad Apple - Laura Ruby 2009-10-06
"If I really wanted to open up, I'd confess that I really am the liar
everyone believes I am." High-school junior Tola Riley has green hair, a
nose ring, an attitude problem, and a fondness for fairy tales, which are a
great escape from real life. Everyone thinks she's crazy; everyone says
so. Everyone except Mr. Mymer, her art teacher. He gets her paintings
and lets her hang out in the art room during lonely lunch periods. But
then rumors start flying and Tola is suddenly the center of a scandal. The
whole town is judging her—even her family. When Mr. Mymer is
suspended for what everyone thinks is an affair, she has no choice but to
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break her silence. Fairy tales won't help her this time . . . so how can she
tell the truth? And, more importantly, will anyone believe her?
Mama and Mommy and Me in the Middle - Nina LaCour 2022-03-29
A little girl stays home with Mama when Mommy goes off on a work trip
in this tender, inviting story that will resonate with every child who has
missed a parent. For one little girl, there’s no place she’d rather be than
sitting between Mama and Mommy. So when Mommy goes away on a
work trip, it’s tricky to find a good place at the table. As the days go by,
Mama brings her to the library, they watch movies, and all of them talk
on the phone, but she still misses Mommy as deep as the ocean and as
high as an astronaut up in the stars. As they pass by a beautiful garden,
the girl gets an idea . . . but when Mommy finally comes home, it takes a
minute to shake off the empty feeling she felt all week before leaning in
for a kiss. Michael L. Printz Award winner Nina LaCour thoughtfully
renders a familiar, touching story of a child who misses a parent,
illustrated by Kaylani Juanita, whose distinctive style brings charm and
playfulness to this delightful family of three.
At the End of Everything - Marieke Nijkamp 2022-01-25
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of This Is Where It Ends
comes another heartbreaking, emotional and timely page-turner that will
keep you on the edge of your seat. The Hope Juvenile Treatment Center
is ironically named. No one has hope for the delinquent teenagers who
have been exiled there; the world barely acknowledges that they exist.
Then the guards at Hope start acting strange. And one day...they don't
show up. But when the teens band together to make a break from the
facility, they encounter soldiers outside the gates. There's a rapidly
spreading infectious disease outside, and no one can leave their houses
or travel without a permit. Which means that they're stuck at Hope. And
this time, no one is watching out for them at all. As supplies quickly
dwindle and a deadly plague tears through their ranks, the group has to
decide whom among them they can trust and figure out how they can
survive in a world that has never wanted them in the first place. Also by
Marieke Nijkamp: This Is Where It Ends Even If We Break Before I Let
Go Praise for Marieke Nijkamp: "Immersive and captivating. Thrilling in
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every sense of the word."—Karen M. McManus, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of One of Us is Lying on Even If We Break "With
exceptional handling of everything from mental illness to guilt and a
riveting, magic realist narrative, this well wrought, haunting novel will
stick with readers long after the final page."—Booklist on Before I Let Go
*STARRED REVIEW* "A compelling, brutal story of an unfortunately alltoo familiar situation: a school shooting. Nijkamp portrays the events
thoughtfully, recounting fifty-four intense minutes of bravery, love, and
loss."—BookRiot on This Is Where It Ends
Summer of Salt- Katrina Leno 2018-06-05
Magic passed down through generations. An island where strange things
happen. One summer that will become legend. Practical Magic meets
Nova Ren Suma’s Imaginary Girls and Laura Ruby’s Bone Gap in this
lush, atmospheric novel by acclaimed author Katrina Leno. Georgina
Fernweh waits impatiently for the tingle of magic in her fingers—magic
that has touched every woman in her family. But with her eighteenth
birthday looming at the end of this summer, Georgina fears her gift will
never come. Over the course of her last summer on the island—a summer
of storms, falling in love, and the mystery behind one rare three-hundredyear-old bird—Georgina will learn the truth about magic, in all its many
forms. Praise for Katrina Leno: “Leno’s writing is flawless. Readers of all
ages will find themselves swept away.” —VOYA “Charming and
sophisticated.” —Kirkus “Crackles with wit, humor, and enormous
love.”—Booklist (starred review) “Introduces a fierce new
presence.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Imaginary Girls
- Nova Ren Suma 2011-06-14
Chloe's older sister, Ruby, is the girl everyone looks to and longs for, who
can't be captured or caged. When a night with Ruby's friends goes
horribly wrong and Chloe discovers the dead body of her classmate
London Hayes left floating in the reservoir, Chloe is sent away from town
and away from Ruby. But Ruby will do anything to get her sister back,
and when Chloe returns to town two years later, deadly surprises await.
As Chloe flirts with the truth that Ruby has hidden deeply away, the
fragile line between life and death is redrawn by the complex bonds of
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sisterhood. With palpable drama and delicious craft, Nova Ren Suma
bursts onto the YA scene with the story that everyone will be talking
about.
You Were Never Here - Kathleen Peacock 2020-10-20
“A page-turner of a thriller with a smart, compelling heroine.” —Kirkus
“This novel is more than a murder mystery. It's about self-empowerment,
acceptance, and the strength to be found in female friendships.” —School
Library Journal “A crafty, well-paced thriller. The novel’s finale is
appropriately fiendish—and also unexpectedly uplifting.” —Publishers
Weekly Cat hasn’t been to Montgomery Falls, the town her family
founded, since she was twelve years old. Since the summer she
discovered she could do things that no normal twelve-year-old could do.
Since she had her first kiss with Riley Fraser. Since she destroyed their
friendship. Now, five years later, she’s back and Riley has disappeared.
When Noah, Riley's brother, asks for help in discovering what happened,
Cat is torn between wanting to learn the truth and protecting the secret
that she’s been guarding ever since that summer she and Riley stopped
speaking. Only one choice will put her in a killer’s sights… This
engrossing mystery with a hint of the supernatural is perfect for fans of
The Darkest Corners by Kara Thomas and Bone Gap by Laura Ruby.
York: The Clockwork Ghost
- Laura Ruby 2019-05-14
National Book Award finalist Laura Ruby returns with the middle chapter
in her epic alternate-history adventure—a journey that will test Tess,
Theo, and Jaime and change their lives forever. It was only a few weeks
ago that the Biedermann twins, Tess and Theo, along with their friend
Jaime Cruz, followed the secrets of the Morningstarrs’ cipher further
than anyone had in its century-and a-half history—and destroyed their
beloved home in the process. But the Old York Cipher still isn’t solved.
The demolition of 354 W. 73rd Street only revealed the next clue in the
greatest mystery of the modern world, and if Tess, Theo, and Jaime want
to discover what lies at the end of the puzzle laid into the buildings of
New York by its brilliant, enigmatic architects, they will need to press on.
But doing so could prove even more dangerous than they know. It is
clear that the Morningstarr twins marshaled all the strange technology
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they had spent their lives creating in the construction of the Cipher, and
that technology has its own plans for those who pursue it. It's also clear
that Tess, Theo, and Jaime are not the only ones on the trail of the
treasure. As enemies both known and unknown close in on them from all
sides and the very foundations of the city seem to crumble around them,
they will have to ask themselves how far they will go to change the
unchangeable—and whether the price of knowing the secrets of the
Morningstarrs is one they are willing to pay.
I'm Not Julia Roberts - Laura Ruby 2007-01-01
Does every second wife look like Julia Roberts? Lu Klein certainly
doesn't, and her life is anything but glamorous. When she married a man
with children, Lu had no idea that she was also marrying his shrewish exwife, Beatrix. And Beatrix had no idea that making a new home with her
second husband would mean welcoming her wicked teenage
stepdaughter, Liv. And Liv's mother Roxie had no idea that so many new
and exciting boyfriends could make her long for the stable life she and
her ex had too eagerly left behind. In this tightly interconnected
collection of ten short stories, author Laura Ruby chronicles the progress
of Lu, Beatrix, Roxie and their various steps and exes as they take the
perilous plunge into the maelstrom of the so-called "blended family."
Both ruefully funny and wickedly insightful, I AM NOT JULIA ROBERTS
offers finely-observed, honest and affecting takes on kids, step-kids,
divorce, remarriage...and the movie Stepmom.
Hold Tight, Don't Let Go - Laura Rose Wagner 2015-01-06
"Laura Wagner has managed to get a huge amount of Haiti into the
pages of this book: the sun, the rain, the bottomless spiral of
catastrophe, rage, despair and indomitable hope." —Madison Smartt
Bell, author of All Souls' Rising: A Novel of Haiti "In Haiti they say
'Kreyòl pale, Kreyòl konprann.' Speak plainly and honestly, and be
understood. Laura Wagner does just that in this brave, beautiful book,
bringing us the complex life of Magdalie, and a glimpse of a people's
soul." —Jonathan M. Katz, author of The Big Truck That Went By: How
the World Came to Save Haiti and Left Behind a Disaster "Haiti, already
one of the poorest countries in the world, was devastated by the
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earthquake in 2010. This is a story of everything that comes after: from a
candid depiction of the international response to a young girl’s account
of what a life of desperation can do to an individual and to a society.
Magdalie’s journey shows the importance of connections, of family and
friends, during difficult times and the anguish that comes when those
bonds are broken. In her debut novel, Laura Rose Wagner has managed
to capture the devastation of loss while providing determined hope for
the individual and the nation. An important read for anyone who wishes
to better understand the reality of life in Haiti after the earthquake."
—Ophelia Dahl, executive director of Partners in Health Hold Tight,
Don’t Let Go follows the vivid story of two teenage cousins, raised as
sisters, who survive the devastating 2010 earthquake in Haiti. After
losing the woman who raised them in the tragedy, Magdalie and Nadine
must fend for themselves in the aftermath of the quake. The girls are
inseparable, making the best of their new circumstances in a refugee
camp with an affectionate, lively camaraderie, until Nadine, whose father
lives in Miami, sends for her but not Magdalie. As she leaves, Nadine
makes a promise she cannot keep: to bring Magdalie to Miami, too.
Resourceful Magdalie focuses her efforts on a reunion with Nadine until
she realizes her life is in Haiti, and that she must embrace its
possibilities for love, friendship, and a future.
Lily's Ghosts
- Laura Ruby 2005-09-01
Strange goings-on at her great-uncle's summer home in Cape May, New
Jersey, draw Lily and a new friend into a mystery involving lost treasure,
a fake medium, and ghosts of all sizes, shapes, and dispositions.
September Girls - Bennett Madison 2013-05-21
September Girls is a stunning coming-of-age novel about first loves,
oblivious parents, sibling rivalries—and mermaids. This imaginative and
painfully honest book garnered five starred reviews, including one from
ALA Booklist that proclaimed it "a rare and lovely novel, deserving of
attention from discriminating readers." Whisked away by his father to an
unusual beach town in the Outer Banks, Sam finds himself having the
summer vacation most guys dream of. He's surrounded by beautiful
blonde girls, and, better yet, they all seem inexplicably attracted to him.
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But there's definitely something strange about the Girls. They only wear
flats because heels make their feet bleed. They never go swimming in the
water. And they all want something from him. Sam falls for one of the
Girls, DeeDee, and begins an unexpected summer romance. But as they
get closer, she pulls away without explanation. Sam knows that if he is
going to win her back, he'll have to learn the Girls' secret. Bennett
Madison, critically acclaimed author of The Blonde of the Joke, brings a
mix of lyrical writing, psychologically complex characters, and sardonic
humor to this young adult novel. September Girls is perfect for fans of
the irreverent wit of Ned Vizzini and the seductive magic of fairy tales
retold.
Bone Gap - Laura Ruby
One of the Good Ones - Maika Moulite 2021-01-05
"One of the Good Ones is magic.” —Damon Young, author of What
Doesn’t Kill You Makes You Blacker A shockingly powerful exploration of
the lasting impact of prejudice and the indomitable spirit of sisterhood
that will have readers questioning what it truly means to be an ally, from
sister-writer duo Maika Moulite and Maritza Moulite, authors of Dear
Haiti, Love Alaine. ISN’T BEING HUMAN ENOUGH? When teen social
activist and history buff Kezi Smith is killed under mysterious
circumstances after attending a social justice rally, her devastated sister
Happi and their family are left reeling in the aftermath. As Kezi becomes
another immortalized victim in the fight against police brutality, Happi
begins to question the idealized way her sister is remembered. Perfect.
Angelic. One of the good ones. Even as the phrase rings wrong in her
mind—why are only certain people deemed worthy to be missed?—Happi
and her sister Genny embark on a journey to honor Kezi in their own
way, using an heirloom copy of The Negro Motorist Green Book as their
guide. But there’s a twist to Kezi’s story that no one could’ve ever
expected—one that will change everything all over again. "Astonishing!"
—Laura Ruby, two-time National Book Award finalist and author of Bone
Gap "Brilliant" —Kirkus Reviews, starred review "Thrilling" —SLJ,
starred review
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Galactic Hot Dogs 1 - Max Brallier 2020-06-09
From the creator of the bestselling series The Last Kids on Earth, this
hilarious middle grade adventure follows a young boy thrust into the
world of selling hot dogs in space! Over the course of one very strange
night, Cosmoe went from being an adventure-seeking, thirteen-year-old
Earthling orphan to a hot-dog-slinging space traveler. He has all the
adventure he once craved and more aboard the Neon Wiener—part
spaceship, part food truck—selling their trademark “Galactic Hot Dogs.”
Cosmoe and the rest of the crew journey to food competitions across the
universe serving up the wildly popular wieners…until they gain a
troublesome stowaway. The half-evil, half-awesome Princess Dagger
doesn’t plan on going anywhere, and her presence on the ship means her
all-evil mother is gunning for the Neon Wiener. Cosmoe rallies his friends
to fight space jerks in all their many forms and vows to protect the
princess. But can a group of hot dog enthusiasts face down an evil space
queen?
Starting from Here
- Lisa Jenn Bigelow 2012
Sixteen-year-old Colby is barely hanging on with her mother dead, her
long-haul trucker father often away, her almost-girlfriend dumping her
for a boy, and her failing grades, when a stray dog appears and helps her
find hope.
When the Moon Was Ours - Anna-Marie McLemore 2016-10-04
Winner of the 2016 Tiptree Award! Longlisted for the 2016 National
Book Award for Young People's Literature Stonewall Book Award Honor
“McLemore’s second novel is such a lush surprising fable, you half
expect birds to fly out of the pages... McLemore uses the supernatural to
remind us that the body’s need to speak its truth is primal and profound,
and that the connection between two people is no more anyone’s
business than why the dish ran away with the spoon.” --Jeff Giles, New
York Times Book Review Anna-Marie McLemore’s debut novel The
Weight of Feathers was greeted with rave reviews, a YALSA Morris
Award nomination, and spots on multiple “Best YA Novels” lists. Now,
McLemore delivers a second stunning and utterly romantic novel, again
tinged with magic. To everyone who knows them, best friends Miel and
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Sam are as strange as they are inseparable. Roses grow out of Miel’s
wrist, and rumors say that she spilled out of a water tower when she was
five. Sam is known for the moons he paints and hangs in the trees and for
how little anyone knows about his life before he and his mother moved to
town. But as odd as everyone considers Miel and Sam, even they stay
away from the Bonner girls, four beautiful sisters rumored to be witches.
Now they want the roses that grow from Miel’s skin, convinced that their
scent can make anyone fall in love. And they’re willing to use every
secret Miel has fought to protect to make sure she gives them up.
Atmospheric, dynamic, and packed with gorgeous prose, When the Moon
was Ours is another winner from this talented author.
Someday We'll Find It - Jennifer Wilson 2022-04-26
“A riveting coming-of-age story about a girl sleepwalking through a hot
Midwestern summer until the sudden reappearance of her mother—and a
new boy in town—challenge her to dream bigger. Readers will eagerly
follow Bliss as she discovers some rainbows are worth chasing.” —Laura
Ruby, two-time National Book Award Finalist and author of Bone Gap
Seventeen-year-old Bliss Walker has been stuck in a home that doesn’t
feel like hers for six years. Ever since Mama dropped her off and never
came back. Then, the summer before her senior year of high school, two
things happen: Mama returns out of the blue, and Bliss meets Blake, a
boy who listens like everything she has to say is worth hearing. It should
be a dream come true. But as the summer spins on, Bliss finds herself
facing a painful choice: between the life she’s always longed for, and the
world she’s starting to make for herself. Raw and unvarnished, Jennifer
Wilson’s debut about one girl’s messy, unglamorous, very real summer in
central Illinois is perfect for fans of Emergency Contact and Far from the
Tree.
Infandous- Elana K. Arnold 2015-03-01
Sephora Golding lives in the shadow of her beautiful mother. They scrape
by in Venice Beach, but Sephora has always felt lucky. Then she meets
Felix, and the fairy tale takes an unimaginable turn.
Thirteen Doorways, Wolves Behind Them All
- Laura Ruby 2021-04-27
National Book Award 2019 Finalist! From the author of Printz Medal
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winner Bone Gap comes the unforgettable story of two young women-one living, one dead--dealing with loss, desire, and the fragility of the
American dream during WWII. When Frankie's mother died and her
father left her and her siblings at an orphanage in Chicago, it was
supposed to be only temporary--just long enough for him to get back on
his feet and be able to provide for them once again. That's why Frankie's
not prepared for the day that he arrives for his weekend visit with a new
woman on his arm and out-of-state train tickets in his pocket. Now
Frankie and her sister, Toni, are abandoned alongside so many other
orphans--two young, unwanted women doing everything they can to
survive. And as the embers of the Great Depression are kindled into the
fires of World War II, and the shadows of injustice, poverty, and death
walk the streets in broad daylight, it will be up to Frankie to find
something worth holding on to in the ruins of this shattered America-every minute of every day spent wondering if the life she's able to carve
out will be enough. I will admit I do not know the answer. But I will be
watching, waiting to find out. That's what ghosts do.
Play Me - Laura Ruby 2009-03-31
Eddy knows how to play the game. He is, after all, the writer, director,
and cameraman—the mastermind, really—behind the hit online TV show
Riot Grrl 16. When it wins a contest to be aired on MTV (and it obviously
will—have you seen the competition?), he'll be famous. Then there's the
game of love. Eddy knows all the tricks, and his favorite girls are the
ones with the fishnets and cherry lipstick and legs up to there. The ones
who know he doesn't make any promises. The ones who are cool with it.
But as graduation looms, everything and everyone starts deviating from
Eddy's master script. Never in a million years did he expect to be facing
off again with the unapproachable, perfect Lucinda Dulko. For once in
his life, he's not in control—and to be with Lucinda, he's willing to get
swept up in the game. But what happens to a player when the rules
suddenly change? Can Eddy find a way to win it all? Or will he get
played?
Sapphique - Catherine Fisher 2010-12-28
Finn has escaped Incarceron, but Keiro and Attia are still Inside. Outside,
bone-gap-laura-ruby
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things are not at all what Finn expected - and both Finn's and Claudia's
very lives hang on Finn convincing the Court that he is the lost prince.
Back Inside, Keiro and Attia are on the hunt for Sapphique's glove, which
legend says he used to escape. In order to find it, they must battle the
prison itself. Incarceron has built itself a body and it wants to go Outside
- just like Sapphique, the only prisoner Incarceron ever loved. "Highintensity, mind-bending . . . Fisher further explores themes of reality,
illusion, and freedom without losing her intensely original world-building
and authentic characters." - Booklist, starred review "Even as the
steadily ratcheting certainty of impending catastrophe keeps the pages
turning, the sheer richness of the evocative descriptions demands that
every sentence be savored. . . . For those who can appreciate the
interplaying reflections of lies, myths and memory, a modern
masterpiece." - Kirkus Reviews, starred review
Bone Gap - Laura Ruby 2015-03-03
National Book Award Finalist * Printz Award Winner for Best Young
Adult Book of the Year “Ruby’s novel deserves to be read and reread. It
is powerful, beautiful, extraordinary.”—School Library Journal Everyone
knows Bone Gap is full of gaps. So when young, beautiful Roza went
missing, the people of Bone Gap weren’t surprised. But Finn knows what
really happened to Roza. He knows she was kidnapped by a dangerous
man whose face he cannot remember. As we follow the stories of Finn,
Roza, and the people of Bone Gap, acclaimed author Laura Ruby weaves
a tale of the ways in which the face the world sees is never the sum of
who we are.
Bone Gap - Laura Ruby 2016-12-27
Everyone knows Bone Gap is full of gaps - gaps to trip you up, gaps to
slide through so you can disappear forever. So when young, beautiful
Roza goes missing, the people of Bone Gap aren't surprised. After all, it
isn't the first time someone's slipped away and left Finn and Sean
O'Sullivan on their own. Finn knows that's not what happened with Roza.
He knows she was kidnapped, ripped from the cornfields by a man whose
face he cannot remember. But no one believes him anymore. Well, not
quite no one. Petey Willis, the beekeeper's daughter, suspects that
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lurking behind Finn's self-loathing is a story worth uncovering. And as
we, like Petey, follow the stories of Finn, Roza, and the people of Bone
Gap - their melancholy pasts, their terrifying presents, their uncertain
futures - the truth about what happened to Roza is slowly revealed.
Everything All at Once
- Katrina Leno 2017-07-25
A soaring novel by the critically acclaimed author of The Half Life of
Molly Pierce and The Lost & Found, perfect for fans of Jennifer Niven
and Rainbow Rowell. Part mysterious adventure, part love letter to the
power of books, this is a brilliantly woven novel about loving, reading,
writing, grieving, and finding the strength to take a leap. Lottie Reaves is
not a risk taker. But she’s about to take a leap into the unknown… When
Lottie's beloved Aunt Helen dies of cancer, it upends her careful, quiet
life. Aunt Helen wasn’t a typical aunt. She was the world-famous author
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of the bestselling Alvin Hatter series. She knew a thing or two about the
magic of writing, and how words have the power to make you see things
differently. In her will, Aunt Helen leaves Lottie a series of letters—each
containing mysterious instructions. As Lottie sets about following them,
she realizes they’re meant to make her take a risk, and, for once in her
life, really live. But when the letters reveal an extraordinary secret about
her aunt’s past—and the inspiration for the Alvin Hatter series—Lottie
finds herself faced with an impossible choice, one that will force her to
confront her greatest fears once and for all.
Bone Gap - Laura Ruby 2020-09-09
Eighteen-year-old Finn, an outsider in his quiet Midwestern town, is the
only witness to the abduction of town favorite Roza, but his inability to
distinguish between faces makes it difficult for him to help with the
investigation, and subjects him to even more ridicule and bullying.
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